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BOARD OF INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION, KARACHI 
H.S.C Annual Examinations 2021 

 

(MODEL QUESTION PAPER) 
 

LIBRARY SCIENCE – II 

(Humanities Group) 

 
Total Duration: 02 Hours                   Total Marks: 80 

SECTION “A” (M.C.Qs)             Marks: 40 

 

 
Note: This section consists of 40 questions. Attempt all M.C.Qs. Each carries 01 marks. 

 

Q1: Choose the correct answers for each from the given options: 
 

i. This is the one hand is the process of arranging things. 

*Index   * Catalogue  * Bibliography  * Classification 
 

ii. The origin of classifying library material can be traced as back as B.C. 

*200   * 400   * 600    * 800 
 

iii. Callimachua , the greatest librarian of  

*Egypt   * India   * America   * England 
 

iv. Melvi Dewey , the American Librarian , developed it in  

*1773   * 1873   * 1673    * 1573  
 

v. In DDC , the class number of Pakistan is  

*953.9   * 954.9  * 955.9   * 952.9 
 

vi. The 9th edition of Library of Congress Subject Heading was published in  

*1983   * 1982   * 1981    * 1980 
 

vii. The word , catalogue , has been derived from a greek word  

*Kekalogas  * Katalogas  * Kakalos   * Kakalots 
 

viii. When the catalogue is for more than one library , it is called a this  catalogue.  

 *Classified  * Dictionary  * Divided   * Union 
 

ix. He is an American Librarian described the objectives of the library catalogue. 

* S.R. Rangnathan * Melvi Dewey * C.A. Cutter   * H.W. Wilson 
 

x. The term used for place, publisher and date of publication is  

* Imprint  * Collation  * Subject heading  * Pages  
 

xi. ISBD stands for  

 *International Standard Book Description  * International Standard Bibliographic Description 

 * International Standard Bibliographic Data  * International Standard Biographical Description 
 

xii. Dewey has divided his first summary of classification in this number of classes  

*6   * 7   * 8    * 9 

 

xiii. The chief source of information is the  

 *Subject heading * Title pages  * ISBN   * Imprint 
 

xiv. The duration of the publication of Pakistan Library and Information Science Journal is  

 *Monthly  * Quarterly  * Weekly   * Annually 
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xv. Cataloguing of Pakistani names was written by  

 *Dr. AnisKhurshid * Dr. S.JalalAkber * Dr. G.A. Sabzwari  * Dr. R.A.Samdani 
 

xvi. Nework circulation system invented in this year A.D  

 *1930   * 1940   * 1950    * 1960 
 

xvii. The books, which are used only in the library are called  

 *Text Books  * Rare Books  * Reference Books  * Moral Books  
 

xviii. To know about the life of famous persons, the source used is  

 *Gazetteers  * Biography  * Encyclopedia  * Bibliography  
 

xix. A loan department which is generally called this section. 

 *Classification * Catalogue  * Circulation   * Reference  
 

xx. A dictionary of geographical places. 

 *Directories  * Gazetteers  * Indexes   * Biography 
 

xxi. This means to point out. 

 *Bibliography  * Library  * Atlases   * Indexes 
 

xxii. These are the list of books. 

 *Biographies  * Bibliographies * Hand book   * Abstracts 
 

xxiii. This is an expanded form of index.  

* Abstracts  * Atlases  * Gazetteers   * Reference 
 

xxiv. Al – Fehrist was compiled by  

 *Naseem Fatima * MuneeraNasreen * Ibne Nadeem  * Ibn e Rushd 
 

xxv. Bibliography listing books published in a country is termed as the following Bibliography. 

 *National  * Universal  * Selective   * Trade 
 

xxvi. Such bibliography listing books published up to 15thcentury.  

 * Retrospective * Universal  * Incunabula   * Selective 
 

xxvii. Footnotes in general, are placed at this side of the page. 

 *Bottom  * Left   * Right    * Top 
 

xxviii. The size of catalogue card is  

 *4 x 3   * 5 x 3   * 5 x 4    * 6 x 4 
 

xxix. The back page of the title page is called  

 *Heading  * Collation  * Imprint   * Verso  
 

xxx. In DDC Scheme, Language is assigned this number  

 *200   * 300   * 400    * 500 

xxxi. The writer of book is called  

 *Compiler  * Author  * Publisher   * Translator 
 

xxxii. The founder of library science in Pakistan is  

 *Dr. Abdul Moid * Ayub Khan  * Dr. R.A. Samdani  * AltafShoukat 
 

xxxiii. The word Reference means is  

 *Documentation * Research  * Refer    * Information 
 

xxxiv. In Pakistan DDC is used by about this much % of the libraries. 

 *94   * 96   * 97    * 98 
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xxxv. This class accommodates material on all or many branches of knowledge. 

 *Generallia  * Form   * Collections   * Notation 
 

xxxvi. Sears List of Subject Headings was first published in  

 *1920   * 1924   * 1928    * 1930 
 

xxxvii. M. Dewey has given this number to social sciences  

 *200   * 300   * 400    * 500 
 

xxxviii.  The most popular form of library catalogue is  

 *Card Catalogue * Author Catalogue  * Book Catalogue  * Sheaf Catalogue 
 

xxxix.  In the Library the record of books is called   

 *Stock Register * Accession Register * Circulation Register  * Catalogue 
 

xxxx. The number of library science in DDC is  

 *020   * 202   * 220    * 002 

 

 

 

SECTION “B” (Short Answer Questions)    Marks: 25 

 

Note: Attempt any five questions from this section. All questions carry equal marks. 

 

Q2: i. What is meant by Notation? 

 ii. Write the Main Class of DDC? 

 iii. What is Inter Library Lone? 

 iv. Explain about collation? 

 v. What is the difference between Main Entry and Added Entry? 

 vi. Define the ISBN and ISSN? 

 vii. Write a short note of Sears List of Subject Heading? 

viii. What do you mean by Reference Books? 

ix. Define generalia class? 

x. List functions of circulation section.  

 

 

 

 

SECTION “C” (Detailed Answer Questions)   Marks: 15 

 

 

Note: Attempt any two questions from this section. All questions carry equal marks. 

 

Q3: i. What is Circulation system? Describe the Browne Charging System? 

 ii. Define a Library Catalogue and show its Objectives and Functions for a library? 

 iii. Briefly trace the history of AACR – 2? 

 iv. Write down the meaning and definition of classification? Describe the kinds of classifications? 

 v. What is meant by bibliography? Discuss purpose of bibliography and its types. 
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